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Abstract

There has been an increase in potential sources of threats to the security of information systems and data 
of governments, companies and individuals in the present day, due to the growing number of 
information systems types and devices, the expanding availability of freely-downloadable open source 
tools, the degree of interconnectivity made possible by the internet, and the concentration of more self-
help power in the hands of individual end users.  A numerically-insignificant number of the total 
population of information systems end users is made up of black hat users who have caused significant 
economic losses and reputational damages for organizations and governments through exploitation of 
security vulnerabilities.  One of the most common and widespread security threats is that of Man-in-the-
Middle (MitM), which has remained a major source of concern to security professionals for many years, 
and continues to pose a threat to information security as the focus of attack continues to be data, and the 
black hat users continue to look for new ways to circumvent security safeguards implemented for 
existing technologies and countermeasures planned for new and emerging technologies.  Many papers 
have been written about Man-in-the-Middle attack, that have described different kinds of such attacks 
and explained solutions to the attacks but not illustrated how the attack can be carried out and showed 
how the risks arising from such attacks can be mitigated. This paper presents a step-by-step account of 
one way in which MitM attack can be realized and how the confidentiality and integrity of data can be 
prevented from being compromised through use of PKI (Public Key Infrastructure).

Keywords: MitM (Man-in-the-Middle), Attack, Defense, PKI (Public Key Infrastructure), Security.

Man in the Middle - Hacker's Playground

1. Introduction

Man in the Middle (MitM) attack refers 
to a security scenario in which the 
direct communication of information 

between two systems is intercepted by a third 
party who can then secretly passively read, relay 
and or maliciously modify the data that is being 
sent between the two communicating systems.  
The name Man-in-the-Middle is believed to 
have been coined from a pattern of play in the 
sport of Basket Ball, whereby two players are in 
the process of passing a ball to one another while 
a player between them attempts to seize the ball.  
It is also referred to as bucket (or fire) brigade 
attack, which is a name derived from the fire 
brigade process of putting out fires by passing 
buckets of water around different persons 
between the source of the water and the fire.  

MitM attack is also known as TCP Session 
Hijacking.
In this report, based on our demonstration of a 
MitM attack and defense, and limited review of a 
few relevant research publications, we:

i. Discuss some techniques used in MitM 
attacks

ii. P r e s e n t  c o m p l e t e  i n s t r u c t i o n s  t o 
demonstrate a MitM attack.

iii. P r e s e n t  c o m p l e t e  i n s t r u c t i o n s  t o 
demonstrate a Public Key Infrastructure 
(PKI) defense against a MitM attack.

iv. Present a conclusion from our observations.

2. Some Techniques used in MitM Attacks

 One common feature of all types of MitM 
attacks is that the attacker forces a 
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connection to be established with each of 
the two communicating systems, without 
the two communicating systems knowing 
that they are each connected directly with 
the Man-in-the-Middle and not with each 
other, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.1 ARP Spoofing

ARP Spoofing is a security attack in which an 
attacker sends falsified ARP (Address 
Resolution Protocol) messages across a LAN 
(Local Area Network), resulting in the mapping 
of the attacker's MAC address to the IP address 
of a system or server on the network. It is also 
known as ARP Cache Poisoning. After the 
attacker's MAC address has been successfully 
mapped to an IP address, any data addressed to 
the IP address will be received by the attacker.
To effectively become a Man-in-the-Middle 
between any two systems via ARP Spoofing, the 
attacker will map the IP addresses of the two 
systems to its system's MAC address.
ARP Spoofing is possible only in LANs that use 
ARP.

2.2 DNS Spoofing

DNS Spoofing is a security attack in which 
falsified Domain Name System (DNS) data is 
injected into the cache of the DNS resolver, 
causing the DNS to serve the false or fake IP 
address in response to DNS queries for the 
affected domain name. It is also known as DNS 
Cache Poisoning.

The fake address can quite easily spread from 
one DNS server to several other DNS servers, as 
other DNS servers query the corrupt DNS cache 
for the corrupt domain name entry and update 
their own caches in turn with the falsified 
mapping.

2.3 Host File Modification

Host File Modification is a security attack in 
which the attacker successfully fraudulently 
inserts an entry in the hosts file of the victim's 
system to map attacker's IP address to a domain 
name, so that every request sent by the victim to 
the domain name will be directed to the 
attacker's system.
 

(Fig. 1: Man-in-the-Middle Attack)

The attacker can then, in addition to other 
actions, modify the message's source IP to 
attacker's IP address and destination IP to the 
server's IP before sending the message to the 
server.  The server will then send the response 
back to the attacker, who can then read and or 
modify the payload and change the source and 
destination IP addresses to the attacker's and 
victim's IP addresses respectively before 
sending the message to the victim.

3. MitM Demonstration

3.1 Demonstration Environment and Tools
The demonstration environment and tools 
include the following components:
i. Oracle Virtual Box
ii. Three Ubuntu 16.04 LTS 32-bit Linux 
VMs, namely Server VM, Victim VM, Attacker 
VM

3.2  Setup and Execution

i. Create three (3) VMs, namely Server, 
Victim, Attacker

a. Configure Network as Host Only, so 
that the VMs can communicate with 
each other but not with the internet

ii. Start the VMs
a. Notice that the VMs have internal IPs 

in the same network subnet

3.3 Demonstrate Normal Connection 
(Connection Without Attacker)

3.   Do the following in Server's VM:
 a. Create directory, TestServer, in user's 

home directory:mkdir ~/TestServer

 b. Change directory to TestServer:
  cd ~/TestServer
  
 c. Create a file inside TestServer directory, 
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called Mitm.html, that contains just the 
words "Hi from Server":

  echo "Hi from Server" > 
Mitm.html

d. Run the following command while in 
~TestServer; this command starts a Python 
HTTP server listening on port 8000

  p y t h o n  - m 
SimpleHTTPServer

4.   Do the following in Victim's VM:

 a. Enter the following line inside Victim's 
/etc/hosts file, to help in resolving 
www.lgu.edu.pk to the server's IP (replace 
Red entry below with the server's IP):

  < S e r v e r _ I P > 
www.lgu.edu.pk

 b. Launch a browser
  
 c. Type the following in Victim's browser 

and observe that the resulting web page 
displays the words "Hi from Server":

 http://www.lgu.edu.pk:8000/TestServer/Mi
tm.html

3.4 Demonstrate Victim-To-Attacker 
Connection

5.   Run the following in Victim's VM, to 
forward all outbound traffic with 
destination ports 80, 443, 8000, to 
Attacker's IP (replace Red entry below 
with the attacker's IP):

 sudo iptables -t nat -A OUTPUT -p tcp 
--dport 80 -j DNAT --to-destination 
<Attacker_IP>

 sudo iptables -t nat -A OUTPUT -p tcp 
--dport 443 -j DNAT --to-destination 
<Attacker_IP>

 sudo iptables -t nat -A OUTPUT -p tcp 
--dport 8000 -j DNAT --to-destination 
<Attacker_IP>

6.   Do the following in Attacker's VM:
 a. Create directory, TestServer, under 

user's home directory:
  mkdir ~/TestServer
 b. Change directory to TestServer:
  cd ~/TestServer 
 c. Create a file inside TestServer 

directory, called Mitm.html, that 
contains just the words "Hi from 

Attacker":
  echo "Hi from Attacker" > 

Mitm.html
 d. Run the following command while 

in ~TestServer; this command starts a 
Python HTTP server listening on port 
8000

  p y t h o n  - m 
SimpleHTTPServer

7.   Refresh the browser session on Victim's VM 
and observe the displayed content 
change to "Hi from Attacker". This is 
because in Victim's VM, we are now 
forwarding all outbound traffic going to 
port 8000 to Attacker VM.

3 . 4  D e m o n s t r a t e  A t t a c k e r- To - S e r v e r 
Connection

8.   Run the following in Attacker's VM, to 
forward all incoming traffic with 
destination ports 80, 443, 8000, to 
server's IP (replace Red entry below 
with the server's IP):

 sudo sysctl -w net.ipv4.ip_forward=1
 sudo iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING 

-p tcp --dport 80 -j DNAT --to-
destination <Server_IP>

 sudo iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING 
-p tcp --dport 443 -j DNAT --to-
destination <Server_IP>

 sudo iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING 
-p tcp --dport 8000 -j DNAT --to-
destination <Server_IP>

 s u d o  i p t a b l e s  - t  n a t  - A 
POSTROUTING -j MASQUERADE

9.   Refresh the browser session on Victim's VM 
and observe the displayed content is 
"Hi from Server". However, the traffic 
between Victim and Server is now 
being routed through the Attacker.

10.   Open Wireshark in Attacker VM to inspect 
traffic flow between Victim and Server.

 The words "Hi from Server" were 
displayed in plain text.

3.5 Demonstrate PKI Certificates 
Implementation - A Defense Against 
MitM Attack

Do the following on Server VM:

11.   Copy this file, /etc/ssl/openssl.cnf, to your 
home directory on Server VM:
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 cd
 cp /etc/ssl/openssl.cnf .

12.   Create files and directories under your 
home directory for openssl, as follows:

 mkdir demoCA
 mkdir demoCA/certs
 mkdir demoCA/crl
 touch demoCA/index.txt
 mkdir demoCA/newcerts
 echo 1000 > demoCA/serial

13.   Run the following command to create 
create CA certificates. You will be 
prompted for the items shown below 
following the command:

 openssl req -new -x509 -keyout ca.key 
-out ca.crt -config openssl.cnf

  
 PEM passphrase: <Enter a phrase of 

your choice, but you must remember 
it>

 Country Name: <Enter:- CA>
 Province: <Enter:- Ontario>
 Locality Name: <Optional, press Enter 

to continue>
 Organization Name: <Enter:- Group4 

6100G Project>
 Organizational Unit Name: <Optional, 

press Enter to continue>
 C o m m o n  N a m e :  < E n t e r : - 

www.grp4_6100g_project_uoit.edu>
 Email Address: <Optional, press Enter 

to continue>

14.   Run the following command to generate 
public/private key pair. You will be 
prompted for the items shown below 
following the command:

 openssl genrsa -aes128 -out server.key 
1024

  
 passphrase for server.key: <Enter a 

phrase of your choice, but you must 
remember it>

15.   Run the following to create a CSR. You will 
be prompted for the items shown below 
following the command:

 openssl req -new -key server.key -out 
server.csr -config openssl.cnf

  
 passphrase for server.key: <Enter the 

same phrase you entered when 
generating public/private key pair 

above. e.g. fessam>
 Country Name: <Enter:- CA>
 Province Name: <Enter:- Ontario>
 Locality Name: <Optional, press Enter 

to continue>
 Organization Name: <Enter:- Group4 

6100G Project>
 Organizational Unit Name: <Optional, 

press Enter to continue>
 C o m m o n  N a m e :  < E n t e r : - 

www.grp4_6100g_project_uoit.edu>
 Email Address: <Optional, press Enter 

to continue>
 A challenge password: <Optional, 

press Enter to continue>
 A n  o p t i o n a l  c o m p a n y  n a m e : 

<Optional, press Enter to continue>

16.   Run the following command to generate 
signed certificate. Respond to the 
prompts shown below following the 
command:

 openssl ca -in server.csr -out server.crt 
-cert ca.crt -keyfile ca.key -config 
openssl.cnf

  
 Sign the certificate? [y/n]: <Enter y>
 1 out of 1 certificate requests certified, 

commit? [y/n] <Enter y>

17.   Put both the secret key and the certificate in 
a .pem file

 cat server.key > server.pem
 cat server.crt >> server.pem

18.   Create and save a script file in user's home 
directory, named server.py, with the 
following contents:

 #!/usr/bin/python

 i m p o r t  B a s e H T T P S e r v e r , 
SimpleHTTPServer

 import ssl

 h t t p d  = 
BaseHTTPServer.HTTPServer(('<Ser
v e r _ I P > ' ,  8 0 0 0 ) , 
SimpleHTTPServer.SimpleHTTPReq
uestHandler)

 httpd.socket = ssl .wrap_socket 
(httpd.socket, certfile='server.pem', 
server_side=True)

 httpd.serve_forever()
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19.   Start Python's secure web server, as 
follows. Enter the same PEM passphrase 
as chosen earlier above:

 python server.py

20.   Enter the following line inside Victim's 
/etc/hosts file if not already done, to help 
in resolving www.lgu.edu.pk to the 
server's IP (replace Red entry below with 
the server's IP):

 <Server_IP> www.lgu.edu.pk

21.   Launch a broswer on Victim's VM and 
enter the following as URL. Note that this 
URL is now using secure HTTP, i.e. 
HTTPS:

 https://www.lgu.edu.pk:8000/TestSer
ver/Mitm.html

22.   If the browser displays error, import the 
self-signed CA certificate (ca.crt) into the 
browser, as follows if using Firefox Web 
Browser  (fol low the appropriate 
procedure if using a different web 
browser), then click Import button:

 Edit -> Preference -> Privacy & 
Security -> View Certificates

23.   Repeat step #21 above, if you did step # 22.

24.   Open Wireshark in Attacker VM to inspect 
traffic flow between Victim and Server.
The words "Hi from Server" were no longer 
displayed.  This is because the contents of the 
conversation between the victim and the server 
have now been encrypted and can therefore 
neither be seen in plain text nor identifiable in 
Wireshark.

4. Results

From the above demonstration we can take a 
look at how easy it is for hackers to perform a 
Man in the Middle attack on a given target and 
go through the target's sensitive information. In 
article two types of attacks were demonstrated. 
One where the traffic between victim and 
internet in unencrypted while the other in which 
the said traffic in encrypted. In both cases MitM 
attack was performed but due to encryption in 
second attack the sniffed data was not 
compromised.

5. Conclusion

Man in the Middle attack is just one of the 
recipes in a hacker's playbook and we can see 
just how much effective it is in different 
environments. We can see that without the 
proper secure certificates implemented on the 
websites, all the data that goes through them is at 
risked to be taken. The implementation of PKI 
certificates effectively protected the integrity 
and confidentiali ty of the information 
exchanged between the victim and the server.
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